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VECTOR-POTENTIAL FLOW IN RELATIVISTIC BEAM DIODES

I.

INTRODUCTION AND THEORY
Pinched electron flows in diodes have been used as a means of

concentrating relativistic electron beam kinetic energy onto small
areas.

Inertial confinement fusion with relativistic electron beams

has been a prime motivation for experimental and theoretical efforts
directed at maximizing the electron power concentration.

During recent

studies it was found that hollow cathodes generate a collapsing hollow
ring I that pinches because of an ion induced pinch. 2 '3

Prior to these

discoveries, it was speculated that the electron flow pinches in
4,5
vacuum
due to the self-magnetic field generated by the electron flow
current when it exceeded a critical current for pinching. 6

It has been

shown that the relativistic effects 7 of unneutralized electron flows
under self-magnetic fields do not generate a tightly pinched electron
flow, but rather a weakly pinched one.

SELF )

The reason for this is that

SELF()

and electrons do not Ex B drift under such conditions.

The models 4 '5

for vacuum pinching, however, can be made self-consistent by adding
a mysterious current flowing on the diode axis.

This current adds to

the total magnetic field reversing inequality (1).

The resulting

4 5
electron flow is described by a force-free flow which has been coined '

Para-Potential Flow (PPF).

One may then summarize the ion induced

pinch and the PPF described above for generating pinched electron flow
as two ways of reversing inequality (1).

The ion induced pinch intro-

duces ions that reduce the electric field while the PPF scheme
Manuaript submitted May 21, 1980

introduces a bias current that increases the magnetic field.

The latter

shall be called a bias current pinch since the PPF is only one of a
family of electron flows that E xB drift towards the diode axis.
There is a definite advantage of bias current pinches over ion
induced pinches for low impedance (4 1 0) generators.

The ion current

that flows in low impedance pinched beam diodes restricts 2 '8 the
electron power to a finite level (- 1012 W) and is thus an unacceptable
power drain for electron beam fusion (but is an interesting source of
power for ion beams 2 '9 ). Historically, there were many attempts to
generate bias current pinches.

These included the use of (1) tapered

hollow cathodes10 , (2) a plasma column on the diode axis, 1 1 (3) an
13
12
(4) two concentric cathodes
externally driven rod on the diode axis,

and recently (5) multiple cathodes.

14

Here, we report on a new technique that is a combination of a bias
current pinch and an ion induced pinch (Figure 1).

This technique

allows one either to minimize the ion current or to concentrate it near
the axis.

In addition, electron injection into the diode is radial

rather than the axial emission of electrons from cathodes used to date.
The radial injection was attemped as a smooth transition for electrons
from the cathode to the equipotential surfaces (see the electron
trajectories shown in Figue 1).

Since electrons must cross equi-

potentials starting from the cathode (where the potential 0 E 0) on
their way to motion along the equipotential surfaces near the anode,
they

cannot be characterized by a PPF theory.

A more general theory

which is restricted only to cold electron flow 7 shows that the

2

mechanical momentum of the electron fluid is related to the magnetic
field by

X

=

e

(2)

Since B = VX A, and A is free to be defined within the addition of any
VX, one may realize

P

e--Ai

(3)

c

by choosing VX

=

0.

Thus the electron mechanical momentum vector lies

along the vector potential.

Hence the name Paravector-potential (PVP)

diode.
The actual solutions of the electron flow for the gaometry of
Figure 1 near the inner edge of the outer cathode and the anode edge
are rather complicated.

The exact solutions at smaller radii will

depend on an analytic continuation of the flow pattern from the regions
of the corners into the smooth region of the flat anode.

A family of

solutions which are exact solutions of the generalized equation 7 is
given by a treatment similar to that of the reference.
The solutions are based on the existence of a region of zero
electric field

((a) in Figure 1), an electron sheath of thickness d1

(region (b)), and a vacuum region of thickness d2 (region (c)).

The

magnetic field in region (a) is derived from the bias current of the
center cathode, and ions flowing to it from the anode.

Electrons

from the outer cathode flow without being lost on the anode at radii

between the two cathodes.

Using the forms of the electric and magnetic
7
fields of the electron flow as derived by Goldstein, et al., the
thickness of the electron flow d1 , and the thickness of the flow-anode
vacuum gap.

d2

d2 , are found as functions of radius.

r(#)(

G~t

-ft)

(5)

m c3

Here r is the radius, I

=

e

,

1

17 kA, I

is the center current,
are
V ° the diode voltage, and the functions F and G
c

e

o

I

given by

F (x)

-

G (X)

ln(x + (x2

l) )

I X +2+
(X2-1)

)

Over the range 2

(6)

-

x 53, F(x) and G(x) are approximately 0.8 and 0.25,

respectively.
It is important to note that for a given diode voltage, the gaps
are totally defined by the ratio It-

.

The physical anode-cathode

spacing in region (a) does not enter into the result.
Since d2 must be positive (or else the electrons will strike the
anode), Ic must be greater than I

It . As d2 is the distance between

0

the flow and the anode, it provides a measure of the axial anode
perturbations that the diode can tolerate.
4

For example, for diode

It

parameters of 1 MV, 1 MA, and
d1 is a factor of 5 greater.

t = 2.4, the spacing d2 = (0.006)r while
c
Thus, at a radius of 4 cm, one can

tolerate anode imperfections on the order of 0.02 cm.
If only electron flow existed, then the space charge effect of the
flow from the outer cathode as it came opposite the inner cathode
would have decreased the electron flow from the inner cathode, thus
decreasing the bias current, resulting in the loss of the electrons
on to the anode opposite the inner cathode.

Taking into account that

an anode plasma is being produced opposite the inner cathode by the
electron beam heating of the anode surface, it is seen that ion flow
may provide space-charge neutralization negating the effect of the
radial electron flow and replacing the partially-suppressed electron
current.

The sum of the electron and ion currents in the center cathode

represents the needed bias current.

The presence of the ion flow

allows an ion induced pinch to continue the pinching of the electron
flow to radii smaller than the inner cathode.

Numerical simulation1 5 '16

has shown that, in this region, the drifts of electrons (such as the
drift) are a prime cause for finite pinch radius.

The use of

smaller hole cathodes is known 17 to generate smaller pinches and was
also tried in the experiments reported here.
In the numerical simulation studies an extension of the r, z,
semi-static, particle-in-cell code was used to find the selfconsistent, numerical solutions of electron and ion flows.

In Figure 2,

the diode geometry and vacuum equipotentials are shown for diode
parameters close to those used in the experiments.

5

When self-consistent

particle flows are generated in this diode, the equipotential field
lines (Figure 3) are drastically altered and shifted toward the anode
in close agreement with analytic theory.

The only constraint imposed

was that ions on the anode were generated only at radii smaller than
that of the inner cathode.
The basic concept of the PVP diode led to the design of a series
of diodes used in conjunction with the GAMBLE I and GAMBLE II
generators operated in positive polarity.

The diode performance was

studied over wide variations of voltage and total-to-center
ratio, It /

c.

current

In agreement with thoery, it was found that given a

total to inner current ratio less than y 0 , then the radially injected
electrons will flow inward without striking the anode at large radii
providing there are no gaps or projections to perturb the equipotential
surfaces.

If the needed bias current is not provided, then a self-

correcting phenomenon was observed in which excess radially injected
electrons are lost immediately to the anode edge.

The rest then flow

in without striking the anode at large radii resulting in a current
of y 1c near the anode axis.

The

other predicted phenomenon

observed was the interaction of the radial electron flow with the bias
flow.

Instead of continually rising during the voltage pulse, the

bias current clamped at the value it had at the time the radial
flow started.
II.

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
The PVP diode design has worked over the course of more than

80 shots.

A scale drawing of the latest geometry is shown in Figure 4.

6

The cathodes (shown solid) were made from brass and mounted on a
36 cm diameter, 2.5 cm thick aluminum insert (shown cross-hatched) that
fit the door of both of the GAMBLE relativistic beam generators, which
were operated in positive polarity.

The door insert had a 4.4 cm

diameter hole on axis (originally 2.5 cm) and 1.0 cm slit 22.9 cm long
cut through it
anode.

(originally 19.7 cm) for viewing a diameter of the

The taper of the inner cathode was varied from 60 to 300 with

a variety of inner and outer diameters.

The most recent inner cathode

was the 8.2/1.3 cm (O.D./I.C.), 120 tapered hollow cathode shown in
Figure 4.

The outer cathode was a 22.9 cm I.D., 25.4 O.D. brass ring.

Shots using annular brass inserts to close the radial gap or tailor

the emmission surface have been taken.

The anodes were originally

flat aluminum disks (Figire 5a) 20 cm in diameter which were held
onto the center conductor of GAMBLE I or GAMBLE II by 6 insulating
bolts at a large radius.

On later shots, the anode diameter was

increased to close the radial gap.

Spacers allowed the anodes to be

positioned so as to be in the plane of the outer cathode.

Later, in an

attempt to reduce the edge damage, the outer edge was beveled at 450
(Figure 5b) to give the non-radially emitted electrons more distance
in which to turn.

Only in the last series of shots was the outer edge

geometry changed to that shown in Figures 4 and 5c - the anode edge
being relatively sharp and the anode beveled at negative 45°

.

In this

configuration, the axial electric field was reduced with the result
that most of the current flowed radially.

The anode was a 20.3 cm

diameter, stainless steel outer structure (shown with fine hatching)

7

which held an aluminum insert (shown with large hatching).

The

space behind the insert was present to prevent shock damage to the
stainless holder and the hub of the generator.
was mounted with a single

The stainless holder

" - 20 screw into the generator.

The entire

anode surface was covered with either 2 [m aluminized KIMFOL polycarbonate foil or 6 pm aluminized mylar, aluminum side towards the
cathode.

The covering provided the anode with a smooth, continuous

potential surface.
The main diagnostics were a diode voltage monitor,

A loops

monitoring the current flowing from the center cathode and also from
the total cathode assembly, anode witness plate damage, and x-ray
production monitored by a time-integrated x-ray pinhole camera and
calibrated p-i-n diodes.
III.

OBSERVATIONS

Series I - GAMBLE I shots #5828-5836
This series of shots used 20.0 cm diameter flat aluminum anodes
mounted with six bolts at a diameter of 18.4 cm.

The bolts were

counterbored so as not to protrude out of the plane of the anode.

An

insert into the outer cathode made the radial gap 5 mm (See Figure 5e).
The anode was varied from being inserted 0.5 mm into the plane of the
outer cathode to being withdrawn 0.5 mm from it.

The inner cathode

was an 8.4/3.9 cm (O.D./I.D.), 60 tapered hollow cathode and the
anode-cathode gap was 5.2 mm at the inner diameter.
The voltage on these shots was low(N400 kV) and the bias current
criterion was not met.

Only 100 kA out of the 235 kA total current

flowed in the center cathode which, according to the theory of PVP flow,

IV
could bring in 80 kA from the outer cathode leaving 55 kA to strike
the anode rim.

Anode rims showed existence of radial flow through

their extensive damage.

The inner edges of the screw holes showed

evidence that the beam had struck them on its way in lending support
for the existence of radial flow.
The other conclusion from this series of experiments is that the
vary large area anode (314 cm 2 ) could not turn on an anode plasma
during the 50 ns pulse time so that an ion induced pinch could not take

3
place.

This is in agreement with the areal velocity

on aluminum

(,,2 cm2/ns'100 kA) which brought the collapsing hollow ring from a
radius of 10 cm to a radius of 9 cm.
Series II - GAMBLE I Shots #5837 and 5845
For these shots, the same aluminum anodes were used as well as the
same inner cathode.

However, the outer cathode had finger stock mounted

on its inner edge instead of an insert (Figure 5f).

The inner cathode

provided the required bias current and was nearly equal to 1 I
Yo t
almost the total pulse time.

for

The anodes showed little edge damage and

had a rear-surface spall of 1.1 cm diameter on axis.

The x-ray pinhole

photograph for shot #5845 shows a 7 mm (FWHM) pinch.

Figure 6 shows

the front ( top) and back of the anode for shot #5845.
slight damage at the inner edge of the screw holes.
show the diode parameters for the same shot.

Note the

Figures 7 and 8

It is significant to

note that the outer cathode did not turn on for 10-20 ns after the
start of the current pulse.

When the outer cathode did turn on,

inner cathode current was clamped at its then current value and

9

the

remained nearly equal to 1 I
yal

for the rest of the pulse.

The value

at which the inner current clamped was a factor of two below its operating value when used without the outer cathode.

This agrees with our

theoretical expectations of the effect of the radial electron flow on
the behavior of the inner cathode.
Series III - GAMBLE I Shots #5847-5851
These shots were identical to the shots in Series II with the
addition of a TRW streak camera looking at the ions emitted from the
anode.

The ions struck the silvered side of an optically-thin slab of

Pilot-B scintillator covering a diameter.
with the streak camera.

The scintillator was viewed

The streak camera photographs showed that there

were no ions emitted at large radii (compared to the outer radius of the
inner cathode) although there were some ions coming from just outside
the inner cathode.
Series IV GAMBLE I Shots #5861-5868
These shots had a 450 beveled outer cathode insert (Figure 5g)
and a 20.3 cm or 20.6 cm diameter, 45

beveled anode (Figure 5c).

The

reduced radial gap meant that the voltage was again low and the
required bias current not supplied.

This geometry did not prove

successful.
Series V - GAMBLE II Shots #1731-1735
For the first series of shots on the higher power GAMBLE II
generator, 20.6 cm diameter, 45

beveled anodes (Figure.5c) and an

outer cathode with finger stock mounted on its inner edge (Figure 5f)
were used.

On none of these shots was the

10

i YoI t bias current supplied
0

Nevertheless, shot #1735 appeared to be a relative success.
Eigures 9 and 10 show the diode parameters for shot #1735.

The

diode operated at 750 kV, 900 kA with a flat, 0.8 W impedance during the
plateau of the voltage pulse.

Two things should be noticed:

The

bias current required (350 kA) to vacuum pinch all of the outer current
was never supplied, and there was no delay time between the start of the
inner and outer currents.

Even so, 400 kA out of an outer current of

650 kA should have vacuum pinched.
Figure 11 shows the front (top)
shot #1735.

and back of the anode

plate for

Although there was a great deal of damage to the anode

edge due to the 250 kA of excess current, most of the anode outside
of the inner cathode radius is relatively undamaged.

MusL of the

apparent damage seen in Figure 11 is aluminum melted by the pinch and
deposited on the anode surface.

The x-ray pinhole photograph confirms

this as it shows relatively little x-rays coming from the region
between the anode edge and the inner cathode compared to x-rays from
the anode edge.

This provides additional support for our theoretical

expectation that y 1c will pinch with the excess outer current
sloughing off to the anode edge.
Series VI - GAMBLE II Shots #1745-1748
These shots were identical to the last series except that the
outer cathode had no finger stock insert (Figure 5d) in order to open
the radial gap, and the inner cathode was a 2.5 cm I.D., 2.9 cm O.D.,
30

tapered, hollow cathode.

The sharp-edged center cathode tended to

either not supply very much current, or to short out.

11

However, for

shot #1748, the biasing criteria was satisfied through the peak of the
voltage pulse (1 MV) but was not satisfied during the voltage fall.
Again, the x-ray photograph shows little radiation between the anode
edge and the inner cathode.
Series VII - GAMBLE I shots #6431-6447
This last series of shots used the geometry shown in Figure 4, the
design of which was based on considerations described earlier.

The

electrical characteristics and x-ray photographs showed that this new
geometry almost always met the biasing criterion and that there were few
or no x-rays from the anode edge.

Also, this diode operated with a

shot-to-shot reproducibility of 10% in current and voltage.

Figures 12

and 13 are the averaged diode behavior for the five shots 6442-6446.

As

was typical of the earlier successful GAMBLE I shots, there is a 10-20ns
time delay between the start of the total current and the start of the
outer current.
In order to study the ion current, the anode was modified by
drilling a 1.3 cm diameter hole on axis and mounting a 2 cm diameter
disk of 120 im polyethylene over the hole.

The anode was recessed

slightly over the central 2 cm so that the polyethylene disk would not
protrude.

The mylar anode covering was cut away to expose this disk.

The result of activation measurements on this system indicates that
ion current densities of approximately 4 kA/cm 2 flow in the 2.5 cm
diameter hole of the center cathode.
be further investigated.

12

These preliminary results will

IV.

CONCLUSIONS
A comparison of analytic theory, numerical simulation results, and

experiments indicates that bias current pinching via paravectorpotential flow may indeed be realized.

Detailed geometries of diodes

specifically designed to allow a smooth transition from a PVP flow
at large radii to an ion induced pinch flow at small radii were studied.
With careful optimization, it may be possible to create very efficient
electron pinches from large aspect ratio diodes.
It has been shown that the PVP diode concept allows the multiplication of the total current of a single, tapered, hollow cathode by
a factor of y

without changing the geometry of the hollow cathode.

In addition a fraction (1- L/yo) of this current may be electron current
independent of the diode aspect ratio or impedance.

This contrasts

with single, hollow cathodes which rely on ion induced pinching and
contain a smaller fraction of their total current in electron current.
The same diode may, however, operate with a bias current exceeding lI
Yo t
by allowing efficient ion production inside the center cathode.

Pre-

liminary results are encouraging and will be investigated further.
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Fig. 5 - Anode and outer cathode geometries used in these experiments.
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